
COCO+ FUEL
The eco-friendly fuel card giving everyone  
access to discounted fuel. 
All fuel is Offset+ at zero extra cost, automatically.
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Combining intuitive technology that 
prioritises the most sustainable trip 
options, with our Offset+ Pledge, we 
enable your business to travel Net Zero, at 
no extra cost and no extra effort.

As a B Corp certified organisation, 
sustainability is front and centre of 
everything we do. From our people and 
supply chain, through to our business 
ethics and approach to travel, we care 
about the planet. 

COCO+ is a force for good, delivering sustainable business fuel 
and business travel solutions to help preserve the planet.

WHO ARE COCO+?

For most, sustainability is just a tick-box.
For us, it's who we are.
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CO2 AND YOU
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a greenhouse gas 
emitted in almost all aspects of travel. 
When we fly, stay at hotels, drive cars or 
take a train. These emissions contribute to 
climate change.

WHAT IS CARBON OFFSETTING?
In simple terms, offsetting one tonne of 
carbon means there will be one less tonne 
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere than 
there would otherwise have been.

THERE IS NO PLANET B

OFFSET+ PLEDGE
We don’t settle for carbon neutral in our offsets. We  
will always pledge to offset that little bit more and  
offset a minimum of 101% of the emissions generated.

This means that every time you fill up, you will be 
generating a climate positive outcome for the planet.
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That’s why we’ve partnered with the multi-
award winning Climate Impact Partners, 
whose projects are all Gold Standard or 
Verifies Carbon Standard (VCS) and align 
with the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals Charter.

With a portfolio of hundreds of 
transformative projects about the globe 
- providing clean cooking, safe water, and 
renewable energy to the developing world.

We provide project information for you to 
share internally & externally.

CLIMATE IMPACT PARTNERS
When we OFFSET+ on your behalf,
we only use the BEST

Let's help your people & organisation move more sustainably, together!
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but, what are the benefits? 

Save on fuel Credit Available

OFFSET+ Direct debit

Free to use Company CSP

Nothing Hidden Reporting

Expected discount on fuel 
over time c5ppl  
(Based on national average and depending on 
market fluctuations) 

Sign-up to our COCO+ credit facility

All your fuel emissions offset VAT invoicing collected by Direct Debit

Free to use COCO+ app
Use the accumulated Offset+ 
contribution towards your 
company CSR

No hidden charges or 
transaction fees Full in-depth reporting provided

97% UK coverage Access to over 3,700 fuel stations nationally, coverage in 97% UK   
postcodes including some supermarket chains



@going.coco 
E: info@mycoco.io

T: 0117 472 5700

LET's talk!
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